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Dear Senator Kelly:
T~is is in response to your request for an interpretive state~ent reqarding
the applicability of the lobby act (the "Act"), 1978 PA 472, to a number of
hypothetical situations involvinq attorneys.

Before adrlressin~ your indivirlual inqulr1eS, it is noten that your hypotheticals, one way or another, all see~ to relate to the "practice of law" anrl
the impact of the Act upon those who engage in the law business in Michigan.
That bein~ the case, a few initial comments are in orner concerning the
extent to which the Act was nesignerl to govern the practice of law.
The Act, in its title, affords significant quinance with reqard to the
legislative intent and purpose on this point. The title indicates that the
Act is nesigned to regulate lohbying activities, lohbyists, and lobbyist
aqents and to require registration and reportinq from lobbyists and their
agents. No ~enti on is mane of attorneys or the regul ati on of thei r 1aw
practices. Moreover, the body of the Act makes no mention of lawyers,
attorneys, legal counsel, or the practice of law. There is an indication in
section 2(1) of the Act (Mel 4.412) that activities which occur in the context of quasi-judicial rleter~inations do not fall within the Act's purview,
hut this is the only instance where the legislature may have han lawyers
specifically in Mind. FrOM all this, there apoears a leqislative intent to
refrain from reQulating attorneys per se and a corresoonninq intent to treat
attorneys on the same footing as other citizens engaged in lobbying.
This conclusion is buttressen by the recent decision of the Michigan Court
of Appeals in Pletz v Secretary of State, 125 Mich Apo 335 (1983). In
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holding that the Act does not violate the title-body, one-object doctrine of
the state constitution (Const 1%3, ~rt 4, §24), the Court held:
"Likewise, we do not find that the act attempts to regulate the practice of law. The ~ct treats attorneys who
lobby in an identical manner as non-lawyers, except the
act, in §2(1), specifically does not 'lovern attorneys'
communications \~ith officials in administrative agencies. Attorneys whose activities relate to the practice
of law, for example involvement in a quasi-judicial
determination (administrative law), do not fall under
the ~mbit of the act." 125 Mich ApD 335, 348
During the proceedinqs which led to the issuance of the Court of Appeals
decision, the Secretary of State was called upon to explain how he intended
to interpret and enforce the Act. With regard to the practice of law
question, Secretary of State Austin submitted an affidavit which indicated
in relevant part that:
"I interpret the 1'178 lobbyinq law as follows, and \~ill
administer, and enforce this law consistent with these
interpretations:

* * *

"5. The 1'178 Lobbying Law does not intrude into the
'practice of law' or to 'engaqe in the law business',
for which a person must be regularly licensed and
authorized to practice law in Michiqan."
As you may know, following the submission of the ahove-described affidavit,
certain practitioners concluded that a broad exclusion or "exemption hy
i nterpretati on" for attorneys had been added to the Act by the Secretary of
State. In the interests of clarity, it must be indicated that that was
neither the intent nor the case. The Secretary of State has an ongoing
obliqation to interpret all laws under his enforcement jurisdiction in a
constitutional manner. During the litigation, the Secretary of State
recoqnized the potential for debate with regard to activities commonly
viewed within the traditional concept of the practice of law on the one hand
and the emerging legal concept of "lobbyinq" under the Act on the other.
Thus, through the affidavit, there was official acknowledqment of those
situations where a person miqht be engaqed in an activity which only a
lawyer could perform and was therefore outsirie the scope of the Act, hut
which might otherwise be considered lobbying. It is expected that such
situations will be few in numher. However, as is noted later in this document, your inquiry does touch upon certain of these circumstances.
Your hypotheticals and questions are set out and answered below.
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"1. An attorney con~ucts le1al'research and prepares
memorandum of law and legal opinion for his or her
client for the purpose of attachinn the memorandum to a
letter from the client, a trade union executive, to a
legislator opposing action on legislation. Clearly the
lawyer's activities involved providing analysis in connection with a communication with a public official that
would not have been incurred but for the activity of
communicatinq directly. The ~uestion is whether the
expenditure for the lawyer's effort must he reported as
a lobbying expenrliture, and if so, whether the lawyer,
having received more than 5250, must register as a lobbyist agent notwithstanding that the lawyer did not
engage in the direct communication personally?"
d

In order to answer your initial inquiry, certain statutory and other definitions pertaining to the meaninq of the term "lobbying expenditure" must he
noted. The term "lobbying" is defined in section 5(2) of the Act (MCl 4.415)
as "••• communicatinn directly with • . • an offiCial in the 1e'lislative
branch of state qovernment for the purpose of influencing legislative •••
action." Section 5(3) of the Act (MCl 4.415) indicates in relev8nt part
that "influencing" connotes "•• opposinq ••• by any means, including the
providing of or use of information, statistics, stu~ies, or analysis."
Section 3(2) of the Act (Mel 4.413) states that "expenditure" includes
"compensation for labor". Further, rule l(l)(d)(iv) of the administrative
rules promulgated to implement the Act (1981 AACS, R 4.411) indicates that
"expenditures for lobbying" include an "expediture for providing or using
information, statistiCS, studies, or analysis in communicating directly with
an official that would not have heen Incurred but for the activity of communicating directly."
In your hypothetical, you state that an attorney has conducted legal
research and has prepared a "memorandum of law and legal opinion" which
will be conveyed to a legislator by a trade union executive and you ask
whether the payment for this effort must he reported as a lobbying exoenditure. nased on the definitions iust set forth, it would appear that the
payment for the "memorandum" is in fact a lobbying expenditure since the
memorandum was prepared to be a part of the executive's direct communication. Section 8(1) of the Act (MCl 4.418) requires the filing of
periodic reports which disclose by category all expenditures made or
incurred by a lobbyist or lobbyist d<)ent. Thus, the expenditure must be
reported, but it is reportable by the person who made it, not the person who
received the payment. It is the payor executive who reoorts the expenditure. The lawyer reports nothinq.
You also ask whether the lawyer is required to register under the Act by
virtue of havinq received more than ~250.00? That <luery is answered in the
negative. Sections S(5) and 7(2) of the Act (;~Cl 4,f115 and 4.4171 require
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lobbyist a'lent reqistration only when an dQent has received $250.00 or
more in any 12-month period for 10bhyinG, as opposed to assisting lobhyinq.
As noted above, lobhyinq entails direct communication with a public official. The lawyer need not register hecause he or she is not communicating
directly. That is, the ilttorney dirJ not mail the memoranrJum to the leqisl,Jtor. To the contrary, the lawyer provirJed the document only to the union
official. What happens from that point relative to use and reporting is UP
to the union executive. In this case then, hecause there has been no direct
attorney/legislator contact, there is no requirement for the lawyer to
register.
"2. In connection with rules proposed by a state agency
pursuant to the Mministrative Procedures Act (' APA'), a
lawyer prepares an analysis of the rules and gives his
or her leqal opinion as to whether the rules are consistent with the underlying statute, constitutional
requirements and other legal requirements. The lawyer's
oocument outlines the legal problems facinq persons
required to comply with the rules. The analysiS is prepared for the dual purpose of advising the lawyer's
client and preparing the lawyer to attend a public
hearinq on the proposed rules. At the request of the
lawyer's client, the lawyer attends the public hearinq
on the proposed rules, and as an attorney for the
client, presents the views of the organization as the
leqal advocate of the client. Aecause the client is not
trained in law, the client has asked the licensed attorney to represent the views of the client with respect to
both legal issues and policy issues involverJ in consideration of the rules. Assuming the legal fees exceed
$250, must the lawyer register as a lobbyist agent and,
if so, what aspects of the lawyers services must be
reported?"
At the outset, the facts of your ~ypothetical must be expanded somewhat in
order to answer it properly. Under the definitions provided in the Act, it
must be recalled that there can he no lobbying unless there is direct communication with an official in the legislative or executive branch of state
<]overnment. Thus, if no pub] ic official is on the panel hoI dinq the publ ic
hearin9, there is no direct communication with a puhlic official ann consequently there can be no lobbying. In many and perhaps most state oepartments, public hearings concerninq proposed rules are conducted by civil
servants rather than hy public officials. Representation of a client's
views to civil servants will not 'live rise to any obligation on the part of
lawyers to register or report under the Act.
Assuminq the panel does include at least one public official, the attorney,
when aodressinq the entire panel relative to both pal icy and legal issues,
is definitely lobbying since at that point in time he or she is attemptinq
to influence administrative action. Section 2(1) of the Act (Mel 4.412)
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indicates that ~dministrative action means, ~monq other things, "the proposal, draftinq, development, consideration, amendment, enactment or defeat of
a . . . rule by an executive agency or an official in the executive branch
of state government." The fees received for participation at the rules
hearing count toward the attorney's S250.00 lobbyist aqent threshold. Once
the threshold is passed, the attorney is under an ob1iqation to register as
a 10bhyist agent and to report compensation or reimbursement received for
lobbying, money spent on food and beveraqe for public officials, etc.
Preparation of an analysis of the rules mayor may not he lobbying depending
on several factors. Again, if there will be no direct communication because
no pub1 ic official is on the panel, this nreparation cannot be lobbying:
Assuming there is a potential for lobbying (for example, the hearing is
before the Natural Resources Commission), then the purpose of preparing the
analysis is important. If the client has not decided whether to lobby for
or against the rules prior to requestinq the legal analysis, the analysis is
heing prepared for purposes other than lobbying, for instance, to assist the
client in deciding whether to lobby. In other words, preparation of the
legal analysis may not meet the "but for" test mentioned in question l.
The legal fee for the analysis would not he reported by the client or the
lawyer. If, after reading the legal analysis, the client decides to oppose
or support the rules and mails or gives the analysis to a public official
who will decide whether to change or approve the rules, the cost of retyping
or copying the analysis (including the wages of the typist or copy machine
operator) are expenditures for lobbyinq which must be reported by the
client. The legal fees are still not reportable.
On the other hand, assume the client re~ds the proposed rules, decides they
are unacceptable and should be opposed, engages the attorney to analyze the
rules "for the dual purpose of arlvisinq the lawyer's client and preparing
the lawyer to attenrl the public hearinq on the rules", and has the attorney
attend the public hearinq and directly communicate with a public official.
This example meets the "but for" test. The attorney's fee for the analysis
is an expenoiture for lobbying by the client (the lobbyist) ann compensation
received for lobbying by the attorney (the lobbyist agent). The client must
report this fee. If the attorney has not previously registered as a lobbyist agent, the attorney must now register because the fee is in excess of
5250.00.
"3. The Department of Social Services rlenies a Medicaid
payment to an indiqent hospital patient. An attorney
is retaineo by the family of the indigent patient who
calls the Department Director and asks her to intervene
in the matter and to reverse the decision of Department
employees. In preparation for contacting the Director,
the 1awyer spends tI~o hou rs, for whi ch he charges the
family of the patient $130 per hour, reviewing medicairl
rules and statutes relative to the power ~f the Director
of Social Services to intervene. Over a three-week
period, the attorney spenrls two hours discussing the
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matter wit~ the Oirector of Social Services. Must the
lawyer reqister as ~ lohbyist aqent on hehalf of the
family of the indigent patient and must the family members paying for the lawyer's services register as
lobbyists?"
Section 5(2) of the
lobbying all direct
of state Qovernment
istrative action is
follows:

Act (Mel 4.415) includes within the definition of
communications with an official in the executive hranch
intended to influence "administrative action". Admina term defined in section 2(1) of the Act (Mel 4.415) as

"(1) 'Administrative action' means the proposal,
drafting, development, consideration, amendment, enactment of a nonministerial action or rule by an executive
agency or an official in the executive branch of state
government."
The section ~oes on to state that administrative actions do not include
quasi-judicial determinations authorized by law.
In order to fully understand the meaning of the term administrative action,
it is necessary to review at least one additional definition found in the
Act. Section 6(3) of the Act (MCl 4.416) indicates that:
"(3) 'Nonministerial action' means an action other than
an action which a person performs in a prescribed manner
under prescribed circumstances in obedience to the mandate of legal authority, without the exercise of personal judgment regarding whether to take the action."
By readinq these definitions together, It becomes apparent that the types of
executive actions which may be influenced by reportable lobbying are activities such as polley making and proqrammatlc ad~inlstrative decisions not
mandated hy law, whereas atte~ptinq to influence other activities which ~ay
be described as ministerial in nature will not give rise to reoortinq obliqations under the Act.
In your hypothetical number 3, vou indicated firstly, that the Department of
Social Services rOSS) denied a medicaid payment to an indigent hospital
patient ~nd secondly, that an attorney reQuested the DSS director to intervene. Thus, your initial inquiry is whether such intervention constitutes
administrative action.
nn that point, section 105 of the Social Welfare Act (MCl 400.105) provides
as follows:
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"The state department (of social services) shall
establish and administer a proqram for ~edical assistance for the medically indigent Ilnder title XIX of the
federal soci~l security act, as amended, dnd shall he
responsible for determining eliqibility under this dCt."
This section, on its face, re~uires OSS (and its director) to do a
prescribed activity (make eliqihility determinations) in a prescribed manner
(under title XIX of the federal social security act) under prescribed circumstances (of medical indigency) without the exercise of ~ersonal jungment
(i .e. the law must he followed). That heing the case, the attorney in your
hypothetical was actually attemptinq to influence the performance of a
ministerial duty, rather than an administrative action, and therefore
neither the lawyer nor the family members need reqister under the Act.
Now, the Secretary of State recognizes that it is the proper function of
the fJirector of Social Services, and in some instances the Attorney General,
to interpret, administer, and enforce the social welfare laws of Michigan.
Those individuals, rather than this agency. have the expertise and
experience to do so. It is possible that one or hoth of them might have a
different view from the one stated above and to the contrary con'clude that
the attorney in question was in fact attemotinq to influence discretionary
matters. In that event, the "attorney" exemption noted in section 2(1) of
the Act hecomes relevant.
Section 2(1) indicates, among other things, that whenever an attorney
attempts to affect a "quasi-judicial rietermination as authorizeri by law",
the attorney is not influencing administrative action, nor is the attorney
lobbying. As noted by the Court of Appeals in Pletz:
"The design of this exemption
act's coverage communications
taken by attorneys during the
istrative matters." 125 Hich

is to remove from the
made and activities undercourse of contested adminApp 351

The Court also stated:
"We consider that the exemption removes contested matters before administrative officers, such as referees,
hearinq officers and cOO1\111issioners, frolO the scope of
the lobby law." 125 Mich App 352
Under the facts of your hypothetical, it would seem that if the "indigent
hospital patient" in actuality had a grievance requirinq resolution by DSS,
the quasi-judicial process could have heen instituted and the quasi-judicial
exemption invoked. Section 9 of the Social Welfare Act (MCl 400.9) specifically allows individuals who are dissatisfied with the amount of their
federally-funded assistance to institute contested c~se proceedinqs.
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'10reover, un~er this set of circumstances, the appeal need not necessarily
he resolved by means of an administrative hearinn. Section 7R of the APA
(Mel ~4.27R) orovides for the disposition of contested cases hy stipulation,
aqreed settlement, consent order, or other mutlJally acceptahle methods.
Thus, the ilttorney could conduct neGotiations with the OSS Director without
the necessity of registering under the Act.
Finally, it is noted that in your hypothetical, the attorney in question was
hired to act as the leqal representative of the indiqent hosnital patient.
In that regard, the attorney conducted two hours' of lenal research at a
cost of $260.00 and performed two hours' of negotiations for a total billinq
of $520.00. An unstated hut implied question from your correspondence is
whether this activity constitutes the ·practice of law" and if so, whether
the fees received hy the attorney must still be reported either by the
lawyer or the indigent's family.
Michigan courts have lonq grappled with the meaning of the concept of
"practice of law" and have met with only li~ited success. I n fact, in
State Rar v Cramer, 399 Mich 116 (1976), the Supreme Court sai r!:
·We are sti11 of the mind that any attempt to formul ate
a lastinq, all encompassinQ definition of 'practice of
1aw' is doomed to failure' for the reason that under our
system of jurisprudence such practice must necessarily
change with the everchanqinq business and social
order'.· Cra~er, 399 Mich at 133
However, the fact that one all-encompassinq definition may remain an ever
elusive qoal ~oes not necessarily mean that a working definition is unobtainable for Lobby Act purposes. Indeed, the State Rar has already issued
an Informal Ethics Opinion (CI-985, December 31, 1983) concerning some of
the interrelationships between the Act and the practice of law. Among other
things, this opinion indicates that it would be unethical for a law firm "to
employ a non-lawyer to do that whiCh has been called 'lobbying' for the law
firm's clients."
Although this issue is relatively new to Michiqan, the matter of the interworking of a lobby law and the practice of law has been addressed in other
jurisdictions. In the case of Baron v City of los Angeles, 469 P2d 353
(l970), a California Court reasO"ii""eOthat ."hile in a pra'1matic sense the
practice of law encompasses all of the activities performed hy attorneys in
a representative capacity (including legislative advocacy), far lobby law
purpases the practice of law occurs only if difficult or doubtful legal
~uestions are involved which, to safeguard the public, reasonably demand the
application of a trained legal mind. The Caurt went on to hold that the
lobbying ordinance under discussion did not apply to attorneys when:
" • • . 'acting an behal f of others in the .performance
a duty or service, which duty or service lawfully can
perfor~ed for such other only by an attorney licensed
practice law in the State of California." 469 P2d at
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The Court went on to state:
"For illustrative purposes, we indicate that an attorney
representino a client he fore a city hoard or commission
which is holding a hearin~ to reach a ~uasi-judicia1
decision on a matter invo1vinq factual and 1eqa1
Questions need not reqister under the ordinance; on the
other hand, an attorney authorized hy a client to appear
at hearinqs considering local 1eqis1ation in order to
argue for or against the adoption of that legislation
would he within the legitimate thrust of the (lobbyist)
ordinance." 469 P2d at 359
The rule set out in the Garon case would seem appropriate for implementation
in the context of Michigan's Lobby Act. That is to say, where an attorney
is engaged in an activity which only an attorney licensed in Michigan can
perform, then the Act will not require the attorney to register with regard
to that activity.
At the risk of invading the province of the Michigan State Bar and
recognizinq fully that it is the proper function of the State R.r to make
determinations as to what does and does not constitute the unauthorized pratice of law, it would appear that the attorney in hypothetical 3, who was
attempting the safeguard the legal rights of an individual, was engaged in
the practi ce of 1aw such that nei ther the attorney nor the family is
required to register or report under the Act.
"4. An indigent patient in a nursing home has been
subjected to possible abuse and ~istreatment. The
family of the patient hires an attorney to attempt to
correct the situation. In investiqatinq the matter, the
attorney discovers that the problem may be caused by the
failure of the Department of Public Health to properly
regulate the facility and that there miqht he ~ossible
corrupt conduct between the nursinq home adminstrator
and a Department official. The attorney meets with the
patient and the patient's family in a confidential
meeting pursuant to the nttorney/c1ient privi1eQe. The
attorney aqrees to meet with the Director of Public
Health and urge the nirector to conduct an investigation
and agrees not to reveal the name of the patient or the
family paying for the attorney because of the fear for
the personal safety of the oatient. The lawyer is paid
more than $1,000 for communicating directly with the
Director of Public Health and the unclassified deputies
in the Department urging an investigation. In addition,
the lawyer talks with an unclassified member of the
Governor's staff and with the Attorney General to urge
action to prevent the corrupt conduct in the department.
Must the family reqister as a lobbyist and list the
1awyer as havinq received fees for lobbying?"
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In order to respond to your fourth hypothetical, it io; once a~ain necessary
to refer to the definitions founrl in the Act conccrninq administrative
"ction. Those definitions clearly indicate that whenever an individual communicates with a ruhl ic official to affect a ministerial action, as opposed
to an administrative action, there will be no lobbying as that term is used
in the Act.
Your hypothetical states that the attorney in question is paid more than
~l,OOO for communicating directly with the director of the Department of
Puhlic Health (DPH) and certain unclassified deputies urginq an investiqation. If conducting an investigation is an administrative action, then.of
course there may be reason to helieve that reportable lobbyinq is takinq
alace. However, although it is qenerally aCknowledged that administrators
with law enforcement responsibilities have discretion to decide whether or
not to Institute investigations, your hypothetical seems to suggest that the
hasic ·problem may be caused by the failure of DPH to properly reaulate the
facility . • . . • That is, althouqh the attorney is on one level requestinq
an investigation, he or she really seems to be asking DPH to properly enforce
the hw.
There is recent case law in r~ichilJan which tends to suggest that law enforcement officials, executives, and administrators do not have the discretion to
refrain from enforCing valid laws. For example, in Younq v City of Ann
Arbor, 119 Mich App 512 (1982), the Court of Appeals ruled:
"As chief of police this defendant was responsible for
overseeinq and enforcing all policies and practices in
the Ann Arbor (Police Station jail) facility. His
testimony at trial indicate<l that he <lid not require
his staff to enforce the pertinent department (of
Corrections) regulations. Since we find that the Ann
Arbor facility was required to follow the department's
rules, it was incumbent upon defendant Krasny to enforce
the requlations. This was a ministerial duty of his
office • • . • " 119 Mich Anp at 519
In your hypothetical, the attorney is reall.Y doinq no more than askinq the
DPH director to prooerly enforce the law. Since the proper enforcement of
law is a ministerial act or <luty, the attorney in question has not enqaqed
in lobbyinq. Thus, the family need not reqister as a lobbyist.
In inquiry 4, you also indicatelj that the attorney spoke with the Attorney
General (AG) and with an unclassified member of the Governor's staff to urqe
action to prevent corrupt practices in DPH. However, while you specifically
mentioned that the lawyer was paid to contact DPH staff, you did not assert
any payment to the attorney for contactinq the AG and the Governor's
representative.
~

Section 5(5} of the Act (Mel 4.415) provides that a lobbyist agent means a
person who receives compensation in excess of 5250 in any 12-mont1 period
for lobbying. Under your scenario, the attorney did not receive any compen-
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sation to contact the AG and the Governor's office. It is noten that attorneys licensed to practice in ~ichiqan are "officers of the court". Thus,
the lawyer's voluntary action in communicating with the ahove-named public
officials does not aive rise to reporting obligations under the Act.
"5. In 1982, the 11ichiqan Legislature passed a law to
encourage al ien, i.e. non-United States, insurance companies to he licensed in the State of Michigan as an
economic development and job creation proqr~m. In-house
counsel and a Michigan attorney representing a French
insurance company meet with the Insurance r:ommissioner
to discuss procedures for handling an application to he
licensed under the new law. In addition, the lawyers,
as counsel for the French company, meet with the
Director of the Department of Commerce and with unclassified members of the Governor's staff, to discuss
possible state programs which would orovide economic
incentives to the foreign company locating its U.S. subsidiary to the State of r'lichiqan. 80th the in-house
counsel and the Michigan attorney are paid in excess of
Sl,OOO for the meetings with public officials during ~
one-week visit to Michigan. Must the French in-house
counsel register within three days as a lobhyist agent
for the French company? Must the Michigan attorney
register within three days of the visit as a lobbyist
agent or may he or she wait until three days after
receiving the fees for the legal services before
registering as a lobbyist agent of the French company?"
In hypothetical number 5, you have posited that a Michigan attorney and outof-state counsel for a French corporation meet with the Insurance
Commissioner "to discuss procedures for handling an application to be
licensed" in Michigan as an insurance company and you also hypothesize that
both lawyers meet with unclassified officials in both the Commerce Department and the Governor's Office "to discuss possible state programs which
would provide economic incentives to the foreign company· to locate in
Michigan.
IIgain, section 2(1) of the Act (MeL 4.412) indicates that lobbying occurs
vis a vis the executive branch only when an individual is attempting to
influence some form of administrative action. Under the facts of the
hypothetical under discussion, the two attorneys are merely askinq for
information about, and are discussinq, state proqrams. There is no attempt
to influence administrative action. Consequently, there is no lobbying and
no need for either attorney to register or report his or her activities.
"6. II citizen 'lakes up one <'lorning to find a bulldozer
outside his house. The hulldozer operato~ indicates
that he has heen directed hy the Michigan ~epartment of
Transportation to remove the house for a new freeway
which will come through the site. The citizen calls his
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attorney, and asks the attorney to stop the destruction
of the citizen's house. The attorney calls the Director
of the 11ichigan Department of Transportation who says
that there is nothinq that he can do since the matter
has been determined by the Transportation Commission.
The attorney then spends the weekend contactinq several
of the Commissioners of the 1·1ichigan Transportation
Commission in an effort tn stop the destruction of the
house. While it turns out that the department made a
mistake, the attorney is too late and the house is
destroyed. The citizen pays his attorney Sl,200 for his
efforts. Is the attorney required to reqister as a lobbyist agent of the citizen within three days of
receiving his fee?"
Under the facts postulated in hypothetical 6, the attorney is not required
to reqister as a lobbyist agent. This conclusion is mandated by the fact
that the attorney in question was retained to act on the homeowner's behalf
to deal with a legal problem, namely, the pending destruction of the owner's
house. Obviously, only an attorney licensed to practice in MiChigan can
represent the aggrieved citizen relative to the legal rights which were at
issue. The fact that the lawyer chose to approach administrators rather
than pursue some specific leqal remedy. e.g. obtaining an injunction, does
not change the nature of the attorney/client relationship. The attorney, of
course, may have been guilty of using an improper (as well as ineffective)
strategy, but the exercise of professional juctgment in the election of
remedies rloes not determine whether or not a relationship falls within the
"practice of law" for purposes of the Act.
Inasmuch as your inquiry was presented as a series of "hypotheticals", this
response is informational only and does not constitute a declaratory rulinq.
Very truly yours,

;1/' .
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